
This guide is designed to help identify problems with your electronic cigarette, and correct these problems.

There are added pages with information on how to use a multimeter for troubleshooting, and a basic guide to e-liquid.

This is only a basic guide.  USE THIS GUIDE AT YOUR OWN RISK.  The authors and ECF Forum are not responsible for any
damage to Electronic Cigarettes or injury while using this guide.

Using this guide will require an amount of basic electrical & mechanical skills.  If you cannot understand the contents, or
are not qualified to troubleshoot or repair an electronic cigarette, seek help from a qualified person.

Please read all instructions and warnings before atempting to do repairs.

Remember:  Most any non working e-cig can be saved.

WELCOME TO THE ECF TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE



How do you smoke the Electronic cigarette?

E-smoking is different from normal smoking. E-smoking is a matter of inhaling rather then smoking. 
     When you inhale, you should consider the following:
Do not inhale continuously or for a long period. Do not pull too heavy or too fast or too many times 
     in a short period of time. This will have a negative effect on the cigarette function
Always pull slowly (3 to 5 times pulling) and let the atomizer rest in between for at least 3 minutes.
     Over consuming your E-cigarette will lead to malfunctions. If you whish to inhale more or more 
     frequently it is advised to use 2 sets of E-cigarettes at the alternatively.

Maintenance
1. Clean the battery and atomizer by using purified alcohol to clean the contact points of the battery 
     and atomizer with a clean paper tissue. By doing this regularly, your cigarette will perform better.
2. Clean the inside of the atomizer with a paper tissue, to absorb remaining liquid.
3. If you feel your cigarette does not produce enough smoke or the pulling becomes heavy, it is time to 
     clean. Blow through the atomizer side, on the other side you will see liquid coming out. After this 
     operation, clean everything and dry it with a paper tissue. Your cigarette should be working better now. 
     If the cigarette does not perform better, go to point 4.
4. Take the inside of an old cartridge and pull it out of the mouthpiece. Rinse it with water and press it dry. 
     Put it back in the cleaned mouthpiece. Pour 2 drops of hot water on the cartridge. Smoke without
     inhaling for a few minutes and check the cartridges. If the cartridge is brown, take it out and repeat the
     procedure until clean. Then put in a new cartridge and new battery. Your cigarette should be ok now. 
5. Self resetting: If you have the impression your cigarette does not develop enough smoke or the pulling 
     is heavy you can try this: put the battery side in your mouth and blow on it. There are 2 little holes next 
     to the LED light. Now your atomizer heats up and burns the rest liquid on the atomizer. Do not exceed
    12 seconds of blowing or your atomizer will burn dead. After this operation your cigarette will function 
    normal again. You will need to replace the battery and charge the one you just used. 

Grand cleaning operation
Sometimes you might think your atomizer is dead, because smoke reduces significantly. In this case 
    you can do the following: 
1.) Take out the cartridge and mouthpiece and battery.
2.) Clean contact points of battery and atomizer with purified alcohol.
3.) Take the atomizer with the big opening up and pour purified alcohol inside. Shake the atomizer for at least
     2 minutes, drain the alcohol through the small hole at the other side and repeat this at least 3 times
4.) Rinse the atomizer with hot water and let it dry for 16 hours standing up.
5.) After 16 hours, if your atomizer is dry, you can put in a new cartridge and new battery. 
     Your cigarette will work normal again.

The Following Document Is From Shenzhen Joye Technology



The following, is basic information on the batteries used with the Electronic Cigarette

Standard batteries supplied with the basic starter kits.

1.)     The basic Manual Battery.
The manual battery has a button that has to be depressed to activate the battery,  The
user simply presses the button, draws on the mouthpiece, and lets go of the button
when finished.  This is considerd the most reliable by e-cig users, since the battery
is basically sealed to prevent excess e-liquid from entering the working parts.
Accidental activation is possible by keeping the e-cig in a pocket or purse without
protection.  If the button is accidently pressed, the e-cig will activate, and could
cause damage or injury.

2.)     The Automatic Battery.  (Vacuum Activated)
This type of battery has a vacuum switch inside the unit.  When the e-cig is used
the switch senses vacuum from drawing on the mouthpiece, and activates the battery.
Damage to the vacuum switch is possible by adding too much liquid.  The excess
liquid can flow into the switch, thus damaging the mechanical moving parts.  Most
users recommend not dripping into these units, as it is easy to flood the battery.

3.)     The Automatic Battery.  (Sound Activated)
This type of battery is activated by the sound of air rushing by drawing on the mouthpiece.
There is an actual miniature microphone in the unit to accomplish this task.
This type of battery is not recommended to be used in a noisy enviroment.  The battery
will falsly activate the e-cig causing burns, battery strain, or burnt out atomizers.
Riding motorcycles, or other similar recreational vehicles, loud music, factory noise,
night clubs, or similar enviroments are not good for the sound activated batteries.

Batteries for Heavy Duty Mods.

Most batteries for e-cig use are AA or AAA size, but are not to be confused with the standard
everyday AA or AAA batteries, such as the Duracell, Energizer, etc.  The standard batteries
are 1.2 to 1.5 volts, and will not power an e-cig.  The special batteries we use, although the
same physical size, output approximately 3.5 to 4.2 volts.  These batteries must not be placed
in standard AA or AAA battery chargers, and the special e-cig chargers must not be used on
standard batteries.

The special e-cig batteries come in two basic forms.  Protected and unprotected.  A lithum-ion
battery can become unstable, and burn or explode if overcharged, shorted, or drained beyond
its limits.  A protected battery has a circuit to prevent these things from damaging the battery.
Unprotected batteries do not have this "safety" circuit.  Protected batteries are also slightly
larger to accomidate the added circuitry.

Additional information can be obtained here;  http://www.batteryuniversity.com/index.htm

BATTERY INFORMATION



The Following instructions are for the Harbor Freight Multimeter (The Red one)

Make sure a good Battery is installed in the meter.
To Read Volts;
     1)  Plug the Red Probe wire into the socket labeled "VΩmA" (Center Socket)
     2)  Plug the Black Probe wire into the socket labeled "Com" (Lower Socket)
     3)  Set the Selector Switch Range.  The selector switch must always be
          set higher than the voltage you plan on reading.  With an E-cig, you will
          be reading voltages no greater than 6 volts.  Set the selector to the
          number closest but greater than 6.  If the selector is selected to a number
          less than 6 the meter will read "OL" (Overload)
               You are now ready to read Voltage.

To read Resistance;
      Resistance is measured in Ohms (Ω=Ohms).  This setting will be used to
          measure the resistance of the Atomizer coil to determine if it is good.
     1)  Plug the Red Probe wire into the socket labeled "VΩmA" (Center Socket)
     2)  Plug the Black Probe wire into the socket labeled "Com" (Lower Socket)
     3)  Set the Selector Switch Range.  In the Selector Switch area labeled Ω,
          set the selector to the lowest number.  Since we are only looking for http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/displayitem.taf?Itemnumber=90899
          2 to 5 ohms, we'll need the lowest possible setting,
               You are now ready to read Resistance. http://www.multimeterwarehouse.com/dt830bf.htm

USING A DVM (DIGITAL MULTIMETER)

Meter #1 is From

Meter #2 is From

THE METERS USED BELOW ARE BOTH UNDER $5.00, AND ARE SUITABLE FOR TROUBLESHOOTING ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES



Bad or Defective Battery
     Touch the BLACK probe to the threaded portion of the connector.  Press
     the button on the battery, and the meter should read approximately 3 volts.
Sound Activated Battery: Touch the RED probe to the center button of the

     Blow on the connector to activate the battery.  The meter should read
     approximately 3 volts.
Vacuum Switch Activated Battery:  Unless you have a special connector,
     this style of battery cannot safely be checked with the probes.  It is too
     difficult to hold the probes steady, and suck on the battery at the same
     time.  If this is attempted without a special connector, you risk the
     possibility of damaging the battery.  If you simply suck on the battery, and
     the LED lights, we can assume the battery is most likely working.

When the atomizer is screwed into the battery, the center buttons with the
     hole in the center MUST make contact with each other.  The button contact
     completes the electrical connection to the atomizer.  These button contacts
     are mounted on a rubber ring to give them flexability, and to insulate them
     from the negative contacts of the casings.  Occasionaly, if the battery is
     screwed too tight into the charger, the center button will be pushed
     downward, and will not contact the atomizer when assembled.

A paperclip with a 90° bend on the end works very well.  Using a pair of pliers
     bend about 1/16" at the end to 90°.  Insert the end into the center hole of
     the contact button.  This can be done on either the Battery or Atomizer, but
     the battery is usually the problem.  GENTLY rock the tool while pulling
     upward.  The button will raise as you move it.  Do not raise it too high, or
     you can break the wire.  This proceedure should correct the connection
     problem.

Remove the atomizer from the battery, and blow out.  Set the Meter to read
     Resistance. (Ω)  Place the RED probe on the center button, and the BLACK
     probe on the threaded portion.  The meter should read approximately 3 Ω.
     If the reading is 0 or has a "k" after it, the atomizer should be replaced.

Place a couple drops on the atomizer bridge, and try.  If the atomizer has been
     recently cleaned, or soaked in some form of liquid, it must be reprimed with
     juice.  After cleaning, it will usually take some time for the atomizer to
    accept the juice, and begin vaporizing again.

Remove the atomizer from the battery, and blow out.  Set the Meter to read
     Resistance. (Ω)  Place the RED probe on the center button, and the BLACK
     probe on the threaded portion.  The meter should read approximately 3 Ω.
     If the reading is 0 or has a "k" after it, the atomizer should be replaced.

Burned out Atomizer Remove the atomizer from the battery, and blow out.  Set the Meter to read
     Resistance. (Ω)  Place the RED probe on the center button, and the BLACK
     probe on the threaded portion.  The meter should read approximately 3 Ω.
     If the reading is 0 or has a "k" after it, the atomizer should be replaced.

Place a couple drops on the atomizer bridge, and try.  If the atomizer has been
     recently cleaned, or soaked in some form of liquid, it must be reprimed with
     juice.  After cleaning, it will usually take some time for the atomizer to
    accept the juice, and begin vaporizing again. Keep the Atomizer Wet!

Remove fiber from cartrigde and wash under water.  Pat dry with paper towl.

Remove fiber and replace with your desired replacement fiber.

Replace cartridge.

Passthrough Power Specifications - Any passthrough adapter should have an output rating of 5 volts / 1 amp.  (1,000mA = 1 amp.)

Burned Fiber

No Vapor - Atomizer Cold Battery Dead                                         Try changing batteries with a fully charged one.

Burnt Taste Dry Atomizer

Cartridge Dried Out                             Make sure your Cartridge has been filled.

Battery getting weak                          Try changing batteries with a fully charged one.

Dry Atomizer

Faulty Atomizer

Raising the button to make contact.
CAUTION - This must be done gently to avoid damage.

Decrease or Change in Vapor

Burned out Atomizer

E-JUICE  Formula Different                 Experiment further with your desired formula.

probe to the threaded portion.  The meter should read between 2 & 5 volts.

Bad Battery to Atomizer Connection

Manual Battery: Touch the RED probe to the center button of the connector.

     connector. Touch the BLACK probe to the threaded portion of the connector

E-Cig Troubleshooting tips
A multimeter is the most valuable tool to use for Troubleshooting, and will play a strong part in this guide.

Bad Charger Unit

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE CHECKS & POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
E-cig is totally non responsive Bad Battery Charger Cord Select Meter to read AC Voltage.  Set the Selector Switch to read above 120.

Plug the charger coard into the charger, and plug the charger into the wall
Select Meter to read DC Voltage.  Set the Selector Switch to read above 10.

socket.  Carefully touch the RED probe to the center button, and the BLACK

Unplug the coard from the charger.  Plug the coard into the wall socket.
Insert the meter probes into the charger connector plug.  It dosen't matter
which probe goes in which hole.  The meter should read approximately 110v.



Anyone who says 1 cartridge is equal to 1 pack of Cigarettes is lying to you.  Filling your own Cartridges will save money.

The following additives can be added to your E-Liquid to cut the nicotine level, or to produce more E-Liquid.

Common Additives. Remember that adding any of these additives will decrease the nicotine content and flavor of your E-Liquid

VG Vegetable Glycerin. VG is a vary good Vapor Producer.  It has a thick consistancy and
a sweet taste.

VG can be added to your existing E-Juice in any amount to cut the
nicotine level and produce fairly large amounts of vapor.

VG is fairly inexpensive and can be found at the following local places.
CVS Pharmacy - in the skin care products section.
Walmart - in the Pharmacy Section as a skin care product.
Micheals Crafts (Brand name Wiltons) in the baking section.
Cake Supply stores.
Various health food stores.
Some local Grocery stores in the baking section.

Read the label - The label should say "USP" which means it is Food Grade.

PG Propylene Glycol PG Will produce slightly less vapor than VG.
PG is thin in consistancy, and can be used to thin out excessivly thick liquid.
PG is also fairly inexpensive and can be found at.

Tractor Supply Stores.
Compounding Pharmacys

Caution;  PG should be tested first in a small amount.  Some people are
allergic to PG.  If this is the case, it should not be used.

Read the label - The label should say "USP" which means it is Food Grade.

Everclear Brand of Grain Alcohol Everclear can be also used to thin overly thick E-liquid, and is good for
removing E-Liquid from unwanted areas on parts.

Everclear can be found at most Liquor Stores.
NOTE:  Everclear is not available in some areas due to State or Local Laws.

100 Proof Vodka can be substituted if necessary.

Loranns Flavorings are the most popular.  This product can be purchased on line, or at a cake supply store.  Some other baking
related stores may also carry thes flavorings.  NOTE: NEVER USE  A FLAVORING THAT HAS OIL IN IT!!!!

Mixing Example;  NOTE;  Mix small amounts at a time until you arrive on an acceptable formula.
To get 18mg nic juice from 36mg stock.     50% - 36mg / 40% - VG / 10% - PG = 18mg juice.

You can substitute VG for PG or substitute Everclear for PG.
Flavor to taste.

A simple ZERO Nicotine Formula;    70% - VG / 30% - PG - Flavor to Taste. (Substitutions apply)

BE VARY CAREFUL WITH FLAVORS AND EXTRACTS.  NO OIL OR SUGAR.  OIL OR SUGAR CAN DAMAGE YOUR ATOMIZER.


